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Our mission is to enable
every pupil to experience
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Message from
the Chief Executive
This year our ﬂedgling organisation
reached a number of milestones.
The ﬁrst and most signiﬁcant was that
we entered our ﬁfth year. During that
time we have learnt much about how to
run a successful national network of local
Hubs of schools with a common purpose of providing
the best education possible for all our pupils,
especially the most disadvantaged. Membership of
the Network of Excellence reached over 300 schools.
This increase came from some new Hubs and also
the continual growth of our existing ones.
The next milestone was our decision not to form
a Challenge Partners MAT. This was made for two
reasons. The considerable additional funding we would
have had to provide to support its formation, and
that our leadership team felt our role was to support
those members who wished to form their own MATs
and not to compete with them. There are now over
30 MATs in Challenge Partners, with more joining.
Nearly a third of the schools are now in MATs and
the numbers continue to increase signiﬁcantly. This
has caused us to focus on our core provision for our
schools and that now includes the very popular weekly
email and a national brokering service. The latter
is in its early stages, but like the peer review before
it we are convinced it will prove to be an invaluable
resource for the development of our schools.
I indicated the key role that the leadership team have
played in wisely steering our development. I would like
to thank them for their hard work and support. Two
of them, Teresa Tunnadine and Roger Pope who have
been with us since our conception have recently
stepped down. I am pleased to say their Hubs continue
to thrive and they have taken up other important roles
in the education system. We thank them and wish
them success in their new roles.
As ever we strive to improve the service we provide
for our Partners and to meet with them the
challenges they face.
Professor Sir George Berwick CBE
Chief Executive
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We have learnt much about
how to run a successful
national network of local Hubs
of schools with a common
purpose of providing the best
education possible for all our
students, especially the most
disadvantaged.

The Partnership

About Challenge Partners
Challenge Partners is a national
network of local school
partnerships, owned and led
by its member schools.
Our mission is to enable every pupil to experience
the combined wisdom of the education system.
We do this by facilitating effective collaboration
through our trusted membership network, making
the knowledge and skills of the best available
to all, and so improve the quality of sustainable
leadership and teaching in all our schools.
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We provide locally organised networks that
pool resources and share best practice strategies.
We also provide a wide range of support to schools
including unrivalled peer-review audits, toolkits and
resources to help deliver best practice, training
opportunities and more.
Challenge Partners schools are improving at rates
higher than the national average: the vast majority
of schools in the Partnership are already deemed
good and outstanding. With a proven track record
in leadership excellence, we aim to be a world-class
knowledge-sharing community leading the way
in school improvement and raising the standards
of education for all.

Our approach

THE FOUR CAPITALS

Challenge Partners is founded on values
of collaboration, accountability, openness
and trust. We work within an ethical
framework to achieve the improved
performance of our students. We refer to
this as our moral purpose, and it underpins
everything we do.

The development of four areas of capital is essential in
achieving an effective knowledge-managed community.

Because many of the excellent solutions
in the school system to all the issues faced
by school leaders often do not reside
with those who need them, we’ve adopted
a knowledge-management approach:
by effectively sharing the knowledge
of outstanding practice we can improve
the life chances of the young people
we serve through:
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As a result of this approach, the number of people and
schools that can deliver best practice increases, as does
the best practice itself. Our approach is to learn from
the best, whilst simultaneously challenging them to learn
more. We reduce the gap between the highest and lowest
performing schools. At the same time we seek to improve
the performance of those at the top, thereby creating
a sustained ‘upward convergence’ in the performance
of our schools, teachers and pupils.

Xsetting

up the organisational systems for
them to share this knowledge with those
who need to learn (Organisational Capital).
These four foundations of effective
knowledge-management drove the
school-to-school approach to the London
Challenge, and underpins the work of
Teaching School Alliances; they are now
being adopted by many emerging MultiAcademy Trusts.

“Challenge Partners is
a genuine collaboration
between equals.”

Increase the top
through effective
learning partnerships
(mainly external)

PERFORMANCE

the staff and schools with
the social skills to share their knowledge
effectively (Social Capital)

Roger Pope
Principal of Kingsbridge
Community College

Reduce disparity
through effective
internal learning
partnerships

TIME

“I am pleased that we are part
of the Partnership, and it has
brought signiﬁcant beneﬁts
to our school. As with any
partnership, you only get out
what you put into it.”
Robert Lobatto Barnhill Community High School

A School-Led Collaborative
The operational structure of Challenge Partners
draws upon those developed by groups like the
John Lewis Partnership. Their structures provide the
management with the freedom to be entrepreneurial
and competitive in the way it is run, while giving
the company’s members, the Partner schools, rights
and responsibilities through active involvement
in the organisation.
Senior Partners lead their own Hub and manage the
local activities with the assistance of a Hub Manager.
Senior Partners are the elected representative voice of
the Partner schools. They advise on matters of strategic
leadership, priorities of the group’s activities and
together agree the framework within which Challenge
Partners operates, ensuring that the Partnership
remains a genuine school-led collaborative.

“In the current educational
climate, the need for schools
to work together has never
been greater.”
Sarah Boyse Head of Teaching School,
Altrincham Grammar School for Girls
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Leadership in a
changing landscape
BY DAME SUE JOHN
I am excited by the energy and
dynamism that Challenge Partners
has generated in our rapidly changing
educational landscape. It is increasingly
clear that we are moving towards a
system where all schools are in theory
highly autonomous, and in which there is signiﬁcant
pressure to federate or become part of a MAT.
More schools are becoming eligible for intervention
through the government’s ‘coasting schools’ policy:
commissioning of school places and both structural
and school improvement interventions are now often
done at a regional level. I would argue that there is
capacity across Challenge Partners schools to support
RSCs in providing credible, practitioner-led support
to underperforming schools.
It is interesting to recognise that when Challenge
Partners was launched in 2011 the majority of schools
were maintained schools or individual academy
convertors and now approximately 25% belong
to a MAT. We believe the trust that has been
built within our Hub structure has supported the
development of MATs, based on a strong foundation
of challenge, support, openness and collective

We believe the trust built within
our Hub structure has supported
the development of MATs,
based on a strong foundation
of challenge, support, openness
and collective accountability.
accountability. We are gathering an increasing body
of knowledge and developing expertise which will
enable us to identify best practice in establishing
effective MATs and will be able to support the
different stages of their development and growth.
The challenges facing school leaders have never been
greater and as Daniel Goleman argues in the 2013
publication, Focus: The Hidden Driver of Excellence,
leaders will be thrown off balance if they do not
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embrace the ‘triple focus’ of leadership required in our
global educational landscape. His thesis aligns with
Challenge Partners’ belief in the importance of
demonstrating our ‘inner focus’ through our guiding
values and moral commitment to collaboration. The
‘other focus’ supporting the organisational and social
capital required to connect with other people and to
mobilise our knowledge. Finally, the ‘outer focus’ which
helps us to navigate in the larger world and to engage
with key organisations at a national and global level.
The genesis of Challenge Partners was rooted ﬁrmly
in the need for schools to challenge each other if the
school-led system was to succeed and lead to raising
standards and improved outcomes for all of our pupils.
Our annual QA Review whereby schools hold
each other to account has been subject to a rigorous,
independent evaluation conducted by Dr Peter
Matthews and Marcia Headon. Professor Chris
Husbands’ in his introduction to the publication
Multiple Gains, highlights the independent judgement
that the success of our peer-evaluation model is based
on the collective educational ambition and mutual
trust built up within Challenge Partners.
The QA Reviews are not an end in themselves and we
have now established a matching and brokering model
which provides school improvement support at both
a local level and more widely across the Partnership.
Our newly-designed subject directory is used by
individual schools and by our central team to identify
best practice and facilitate knowledge mobilisation.
The school accountability system is complex and
the volatility in examination results is perennial, but
we need to recognise that this is not new and national
averages can mask our biggest challenge which
continues to be ‘in school variation’.
Within Challenge Partners there is a relentless focus on
school improvement for all schools and an infrastructure
established through our Hubs and Teaching School
Alliances to capture our collective wisdom, thereby
supporting schools to embrace the challenge of a
reformed and more rigorous curriculum which aims to

Teacher development is at the heart of what we do
at Challenge Partners and our continued focus on
Teaching and Learning programmes and the bespoke
Challenge the Gap programme recognises the fact
that children spend the majority of their time in
classrooms with teachers and so teacher expertise,
alongside strong leadership matters more than
anything else. We support a best practice model but
also a focus on research, reﬂection and disciplined
innovation. The special schools group has developed
a very exciting and innovative approach towards
assessment that can be adopted across all phases.
Involvement in our QAR has been described by
many senior leaders as the best CPD they have ever
experienced. However, there is a ‘ticking time bomb’
in relation to the senior leadership and headteacher
pipeline in schools and a more systematic approach
is required for talent identiﬁcation and succession
planning. Challenge Partners is continuing to develop
its senior leadership residency programme and
potentially a middle leadership programme alongside
a subject and thematic review proposal. We were
very pleased to be involved in the research into the
headship pipeline conducted by LMKco which was
funded by the Greater London Authority.
drive up standards in our schools. It will be increasingly
difficult for pupils to achieve a ‘good’ pass and attain
the very highest grades. Our work in the Challenge
the Gap programme focuses speciﬁcally on developing
the resilience of both our teachers and pupils.

Finally, the two most pressing issues affecting schools
are rising pupil numbers and budget cuts. A new
funding formula will result in some winners across our

We welcome a renewed focus on KS3 in secondary
schools and are working with our primary colleagues
to ensure that secondary schools are ‘primary ready’
as well as primary pupils being ‘secondary ready’.
Post-16 quality of provision, outcomes and ﬁnancial
viability is an area identiﬁed by our Leadership Group
that we will be addressing this year.

Challenge Partners is continuing
to develop its senior leadership
residency programme and
potentially a middle leadership
programme alongside a subject
and thematic review proposal.

One of the greatest challenges being faced by our
leaders is the recruitment and retention of teachers
and we are collaborating with a range of partners
to develop strategies to increase teacher supply and
retain our very best teachers. There are over 30 TSAs
in Challenge Partners, many of whom deliver School
Direct and also run SCITTs. We have a growing national
footprint and in some areas a strong regional presence.
Working in a Challenge Partners school is an attractive
proposition for entrants to the profession.
A number of our Hubs are involved with the
Researchers in Schools (RIS) post-doctoral route into
teaching pioneered by the Brilliant Club, and there
is a strong link between RIS and our own Challenge
Partners Research Group.

partnership and inevitably some losers. This means
that cost effectiveness and value for money are of
central importance and school leaders will increasingly
look for moral clarity in decision-making.
Yet these are all signiﬁcant challenges, I am conﬁdent
that the capacity to face them does exist within the
system and as practitioners join together we can, and
will, ﬁnd ingenious solutions over the coming years.
Dame Sue John
Executive Director
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HUB SPOTLIGHT

W

Portsmouth Hub

orking in a coastal region, our priorities
as a Hub include initial teacher training and
recruitment. As part of our regular meetings we
often share strategies and tactics and we work
together with many agencies including the
Portsmouth Teaching School Alliance and the
National College to ensure we attract and retain
the best new teachers.
Several Challenge Partners schools are working
with the Portsmouth TSA to explore a ‘Grow
Your Own Teacher’ initiative. The aim is to recruit
undergraduates (or recently qualiﬁed graduates) on
a one-year ﬁxed term contract, to work as a teaching
assistant. On successful completion, they would
have the opportunity to apply for a limited number
of Portsmouth TSA School Direct ITT place for
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September 2017. A limited number encourages
a competitive element to the ITT recruitment phase.
The beneﬁt to the school is that they have identiﬁed
a potential teacher who is well qualiﬁed and would
have been immersed in the school environment for
one year. They will have worked as a TA supporting
pupils and teachers, observing lessons and making
a positive impact on learning and are likely to
remain in the area as future teachers. So far, we have
attracted the interest of quite a few schools. We
hope to have several potential teachers working in
schools during 2016. We also hope to show case the
idea to potential recruits who are coming to a highproﬁle, Portsmouth-wide recruitment fair in January.
Jo Peach

A Growing
Membership
We have seen steady growth again this year as we
seek to build a truly national partnership for all schools.
We now have 311 Partner schools across 29 Hubs from
and in addition to the more established Hubs in cities
such as Manchester, Birmingham, Leicester and London;
we have seen a rise in schools from coastal towns and
cities such as Blackpool, Brighton, Portsmouth and
Lowestoft. There are more schools at the very top
and bottom, which reﬂects our desire to both build a
school-led system and transform the most challenging
schools in the country. We have also seen an increase
in the number of academies which reﬂects the
government’s priorities, and most notably a signiﬁcant
number are starting their own local Multi-Academy
Trusts (MATs), and there are now over 30 MATs
represented in the Partnership.

186,129

4%
10%

311

37%

SCHOOLS
49%

Secondary

Specials and AP

Primary

Other (middle, 16+ and all-through)

PUPILS

29 39
HUBS

MULTI-ACADEMY TRUSTS

35

54%

TYPES OF
SCHOOL IN OUR
PARTNERSHIP

46%

TEACHING SCHOOL ALLIANCES

9⁄ 10
SCHOOL LEADERS
would recommend Challenge
Partners to another school
Academy
Maintained
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Our Collective Aims

Challenge Partners is a national network
of local school partnerships, owned and
led by its member schools.
Our mission is to enable every pupil to experience the combined
wisdom of the education system. We do this by facilitating effective
collaboration through our trusted membership network, making the
knowledge and skills of the best available to all, and so improve the
quality of sustainable leadership and teaching in all our schools.
By committing ourselves to continuous improvement, and the
mission of ensuring that a whole generation of students achieve
more than the one before, we have collectively adopted these
four core aims:

AIM 1
Improve pupils’ examination results at a rate
above the national average and accelerate
the progress of the disadvantaged
AIM 2
Enable all schools to improve at a rate above
the national average
AIM 3
Create more national leaders and outstanding
schools that fulﬁl the Teaching School criteria
AIM 4
Develop a self-improving and sustainable
system that contributes to national research
and policy-making

12
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Our role is to support the contribution of the schools that make up the Partnership and the great
work they are already doing. Therefore, these outcomes belong to the schools, rather than us.
The ﬁgures included in this report show the collective summer 2015 exam results for schools in
Challenge Partners in 2014–15. When compared to the national average pupils are achieving better
outcomes and progressing pupils faster, particularly for disadvantaged pupils.

AIM 1
Improve pupils’ examination results at a rate above the national
average and accelerate the progress of the disadvantaged
Our pupils achieve
results above the
national average

More of our pupils
are progressing above
the national average

The gap between
our disadvantaged and
non-disadvantaged
pupils is smaller than
the national average

KEY STAGE 2

KEY STAGE 4

83.7% Partnership average

60.2% Partnership average

+3.7%

+3.1%

80.0% National average

57.1% National average

Pupils achieving level 4 or above in
reading and maths tests and writing TA
(for attainment in England in 2015)

Pupils achieving ﬁve A*–C including
English and maths (for attainment
in England in 2015)

KEY STAGE 2

KEY STAGE 4

Maths

+1.9%

Reading

+2.5%

Writing TA

+2.5%

+1.9%

Maths

+4.2%

English

Average progress in Challenge
Partners at Key Stage 2 is above
the national average

Average progress in Challenge
Partners at Key Stage 4 is above
the national average

KEY STAGE 2

KEY STAGE 4

9.0% Partnership gap

−6.0%

20.9% Partnership gap

−7.1%

15.0% National gap

28.0% National gap

Challenge Partners schools have a smaller
attainment gap between disadvantaged
pupils and their peers than nationally

Challenge Partners schools have a smaller
attainment gap between disadvantaged
pupils and their peers than nationally
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AIM 2
Enable all schools to improve at
a rate above the national average

A higher percentage of outstanding
schools in Challenge Partners maintained
their outstanding status

Our activities are designed to support schools
in whole-school improvement and ensure that
they receive the provision they need to take them
to the next level.

88%
76%

Overall Challenge Partners schools
improved or maintained their Ofsted
grade at a rate above the national
ﬁgure in 2014/15.

70%

44%
Overall percentage of schools that improved
or maintained their previous Ofsted grade
Challenge Partners

National average

85%

81%
Outstanding

Good schools in Challenge Partners moved
up to outstanding at a rate almost double the
national average

14
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National average

24%

13%
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Good

National maintained or improved
Challenge Partners maintained or improved

All Challenge Partners schools previously
rated inadequate that had an Ofsted inspection
in 2014/15 improved their Ofsted grade
Data from schools nationally, and within the current Partnership
that were inspected between September 2014 and July 2015.

AIM 3
Create more national leaders and
Outstanding schools that fulﬁll the
Teaching Schools criteria
We seek to increase the capacity of the
Partnership by supporting the accreditation of
outstanding individuals, schools and practices.
This enables more leaders to undertake schoolto-school work and for everyone to access
the available best practice.
The following have increased:

AIM 4

TEACHING SCHOOLS

Develop a world-class, self-improving
and sustainable system that
contributes to national research
and policy-making

32X35
AREAS OF EXCELLENT PRACTICE

356X425
NLEs

38X41

This year we have continued to enhance our
approach to systemic leadership development
as well as contributing to publications which
set out the methodology underpinning our
approach and being the focus of an independent
analysis of the review process.
Published in partnership with LKMco, Building
The Leadership Pool in London Schools
examines what support is needed to build
effective and sustainable leadership
Multiple Gains is an independent evaluation
of the QA Review, published by the Institute
of Education, that analyses the effectiveness
of Challenge Partners’ peer review system
Assessment in Special Schools and AP settings,
co-written by Challenge Partners special
schools and AP academies sets out the core
principles underpinning the most effective
examples of assessment practice.
Responded to the DfE consultation Intervening in
Failing, Underperforming and Coasting Schools.
In addition, several Challenge Partners
headteachers have been elected to national
leadership positions, such as the Teaching
Schools Council and Headteacher Boards.
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Our Activities
It’s been another good year for the
Partnership, and we continue to work
hard to serve our schools. To aid them
getting the most from Challenge
Partners, our approach focused on
ﬁve key areas.
First, we recognise that Challenge Partners is a
Partnership of schools drawn together with a shared
moral purpose. The culture of trust and shared
responsibility is a key aspect which sets us apart. This
requires real commitment from members, not only in
the Partnership’s aims and activities, but also to each
other and in how Challenge Partners is run. As a result
we have more opportunities for schools to engage
through several means, from increasing the number of
national events and programmes, and improving our
communication through to the appointment of more
headteachers to the board of trustees.
Second, we have ensured that each school is provided
with clear challenge and support. The Challenge
Partners approach is built on a clear methodology, it
is not a cosy club. Rigorous challenge and appropriate
support must work hand in hand. To date, the challenge
has come primarily through the QA Review, which we
were delighted to had have independently reviewed

The Challenge Partners approach
is built on a clear methodology,
it is not a cosy club. Rigorous
challenge and appropriate
support must work hand in hand.

signiﬁcantly even over the past few years. We have
35 Teaching School Alliances and more than 39 MATs
across the Partnership from which we have learnt
much about running effective Hubs. This has enabled
us to start working more closely with our members to
help enhance the Hub activities to ensure they are able
to support effective collaboration and improvement
whilst retaining their autonomy. This has included the
development of Hub action plans, as well as frameworks
for leadership residencies, immersion days, and sharing
data. We decided not to pursue setting up an Academy
Trust in favour of supporting our members to do so
instead within their Hubs and so support many more
schools in the process.
Fourth, we do not just want to circulate existing
knowledge around the system. We must spur on
the best schools to improve by linking with external
knowledge and facilitate the development of
innovative practice. We have a number of the highest
achieving schools in the country, and our approach
must continually drive them to learn more. To this
effect we brought in interesting organisations such
as Researchers In Schools and Hegarty Maths and
formed links internationally with partners in Australia
and Sweden.

and endorsed by the Institute of Education. We
continue to reﬁne and increase the value of this tool
based on feedback from schools. In parallel we have
increased the opportunities to access high quality
tailored support, particularly through our new national
brokering service and the online School Support
Directory, which allows schools to compare themselves
with those of similar proﬁles and access national
practice of the highest quality.

Fifth and ﬁnally, we want to harness the collective
voice and leadership of schools to develop a selfimproving and sustainable system that contributes
to national research and policy. We ﬁrmly believe that
headteachers should play a greater role in shaping our
national education system. This year, we responded
to the Government consultation ‘Intervening in Failing,
Underperforming and Coasting Schools’, facilitated
audiences with key government officials and many
of our members have taken up signiﬁcant leadership
positions, not least on the Teaching Schools Council
and Headteacher Boards.

Third, we know that effective local collaboration is
key and the nature of local partnerships has changed

Mark Goodchild
Managing Director
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Challenge Partners Activities
Challenge Partners facilitates a number of products
and services to schools on a national level. These
complement the activities which take place within
each Hub: ensuring all schools can make full use of our
national network and reach; to make connections and
ﬁnd resources across the country. We’re also enabling
Challenge Partners schools to make their voices
heard on issues of national signiﬁcance. Challenge
Partners’ activities include:
QA Review page 19
How the schools in Challenge Partners challenge each
other to determine what support they might require
and who can provide it.
Brokering Support page 20
Enabling schools to access effective practice in
schools and from our team of consultants, brokered
either through the central team or our online School
Support Directory.
Local Collaboration page 23
Hubs are key to sustainable improvement, for which
we provide frameworks and funding to support
effective local collaboration.

HUB SPOTLIGHT

I

A National Community page 24
Events bringing practitioners together to learn, share
and network; regular email updates and a platform
to speak into national policy.
Challenge the Gap page 27
A whole-school programme, developed by Challenge
Partners schools, to break the link between poverty
and poor outcomes.
More detail on each of these areas is given in within
this report.

Somerset Hub

t is often said that disadvantaged pupils have
parents with low aspirations. However, after
organising a national conference to discuss this
subject, it really did ring true that our kids’ parents
deﬁnitely do have the aspiration, but not so much
expectation.
Before the event, we found that many of our
schools approached careers guidance with the
belief that pupils had very low aspirations. The aim
of the event was to challenge this assumption as it
was found that this wasn’t the case; there was no
poverty of aspirations as often pupils wanted to
aspire to become doctors, lawyers, etc—but they
didn’t expect their aspirations to happen. It gave a
real forum for important thinking and built the
foundations for a change of tone.
At the event, leaders pre-conceived ideas were
challenged and it was agreed that conventional
language needed to change. It was clear from
speaking to delegates reﬂecting how the event
had ‘changed my attitude towards pupils’ that we

needed to be more positive in our work. We also
have excellent links with businesses and throughout
our curriculum we always link learning with how
it can help them in a future career.
Therefore going forward from the event, our
schools decided to change the content of our
conversations with pupils. For example, we now go
through a step by step process with pupils to make
their aspirational journey more real, and make it
clear what they need to speciﬁcally do to achieve
their goals. We’re delighted that our work has been
recognised in Ofsted’s 2015 Annual Report “Advice
and guidance for career choices is systematic and
effective throughout the school.”
Overall, it was fantastic to host such an event
with Challenge Partners. It really helped us promote
this issue to a wider audience as it reached beyond
Taunton and provided us with a platform we
wouldn’t have had otherwise.
Karl Husband
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Challenge and Support
for your School

“Teachers in Challenge Partners have always rated the reviews
as one of the jewels in the Challenge Partners crown: the QA Review
provides professional development that members really enjoy.
The reports schools receive act as a catalyst giving schools a
clear focus that’s been invaluable to many preparing for Ofsted
inspections and it’s spurred schools on to improvement.”
Dame Susan Jowett OBE Senior Partner, East Midlands North Hub

18
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QA Review
“It points the way to a model for
school evaluation with genuine
potential to restore faith in
publicly funded education.”
Chris Husbands
Director of UCL Institute of Education
Challenge Partners’ quality assurance and assessment
of the schools in the Partnership is built around a
professionally-led peer review focused on teaching
and learning; the QA Review. The review identiﬁes
areas for development, bringing key challenges to
schools for the coming year. As an annual process it
can feed into schools’ annual SIP cycles. They are led
by Ofsted experienced inspectors, trained in the latest
framework, working with a team of senior leaders
from other schools in the Partnership.

The review is collaborative in approach and should
be seen as a joint exercise between the review team
and the school. There are two principle aims:
1. Audit of the school
The review provides an audit of the school. Through
high quality professional dialogue between colleagues
implicit knowledge is drawn out and made explicit.
2. CPD of senior leaders
The opportunity to be a peer reviewer is offered to
outstanding senior leaders. Taking part in a review is
frequently described by them as ‘the best CPD ever’.

Schools have identiﬁed a number of distinctive
advantages to the QA review:
đƫƫ$!ƫ.!2%!3ƫ%/ƫ !2!(+,)!*0(Čƫ+((+.0%2!ƫ
and challenging
đƫƫ0ƫ/0%)1(0!/ƫƫ.%$Čƫ,.+"!//%+*(ƫ %(+#1!ƫ+10ƫ
teaching and learning
đƫƫ0ƫ%/ƫ(! ƫ5ƫ*ƫ%* !,!* !*0ƫ(! ƫ.!2%!3!.ƫ3%0$ƫƫ
team of trained peer senior leaders from primary,
secondary and special schools, providing a wealth
of knowledge and experience
đƫƫ0ƫ!*$*!/ƫ/$++(ƫ!û!0%2!*!//ƫ3$%(/0ƫ1%( %*#ƫ
and developing leadership capacity
đƫƫ0ƫ,.+2% !/ƫ!//ƫ0+ƫƫ*0%+*(ƫ*!03+.'ƫ+"ƫ/$++(/ƫ
and enables best practice to be shared
đƫƫ0ƫ(! /ƫ0+ƫ)*5ƫ2!*1!/ƫ+"ƫ/1,,+.0ƫ+0$ƫ5ƫ
Challenge Partners nationally and from within
local Hubs.

700+
peer reviews have taken place
in our national network since 2011

1,270
Headteachers and senior
leaders trained as reviewers

9.4⁄ 10.0
Headteachers’ rating of the professional
development of staff attending reviewers

9.0⁄ 10.0
Headteachers’ rating of the impact the QA
Review has on their school improvement plans

An independent evaluation of the QA Review entitled
Multiple Gains was carried out by the Institute of
Education in 2015. It points to the multiple beneﬁts
of the review both to the reviewed school and to the
reviewers and their ‘home’ schools. It states: ‘The
partnership approach to reviews, and the multiplicity
of advantages that accrue from them, are
distinguishing and possibly unique features of the
Challenge Partners method.’ Both Chris Husbands
in his foreword and the authors in their executive
summary, deﬁne the driving explanation for the
success of the QA Review as the: ‘collective ambition
and mutual trust of partner schools’.
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Brokering Support
NUMBER OF REQUESTS FOR SUPPORT
One of the beneﬁts to schools of being part of a larger
partnership is the access it gives to others who have
demonstrated outstanding practice and expertise
across all areas. Whilst the QA Review is a powerful
tool for self-assessment, it is only part of the picture;
it does however form a signiﬁcant springboard for
further collaboration.
This year we introduced a National Brokering service
to enable schools to connect more easily with best
practice in schools outside their Hub, or with expert
advisers, for support on areas of their choosing. Our
central team is on hand to provide members with
the opportunity to follow up on areas identiﬁed in
their QA review, as well as any school improvement
needs they identify over the course of the year. We
received hundreds of requests for support and made
connections between schools all across country.
In addition, we launched our online School Support
Directory to enable schools to compare themselves
with others in the Partnership and contact them
directly. The directory contains data on all Challenge
Partners schools, including school proﬁles, exam
data and areas of excellent practice veriﬁed through
the QA Review. For example, a school in Yorkshire
wanting support with their history department was
able to arrange a visit to one where history had been
identiﬁed as an Area of Excellence.
To help schools collaborate we have also introduced
Immersion Days which provide schools with a
structured opportunity to share best practice
nationwide, and Spotlight Reviews which are in addition
to the QA Reviews (the scope may be a subject, phase
or speciﬁc topic) and provide a focus on a discrete
area of the school’s work.

16%

329 requests
from 183 schools

45%

45% secondary
39% primary
16% other

39%

MOST REQUESTED AREAS
Maths
SEN
Assessment
Monitoring
Middle Leadership
Narrowing the Gap
Whole-School Review
Behaviour and Safety
Leadership and
Management
Science

BROKERING FEEDBACK

Quality of support provided9.2

82
425
41

Challenge Partners central team service9.5

OUTSTANDING SCHOOLS

AREAS OF
EXCELLENT PRACTICE

NATIONAL LEADERS
OF EDUCATION

“The Immersion Day was led by
our needs and questions—staff
gave a very insightful picture
into daily practice.”
David Hickman North Primary
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HUB SPOTLIGHT

T

North West Hub

here are 19 schools in the North West Hub
where we’ve built up a great trusting relationship
which encourages a dialogue in the group. We’re
working on how to get everyone talking at meetings,
allowing space for people of all kinds of
communication styles.
As well as our ongoing work we are also
exploring how we identify ourselves as a group:
What’s our common core? What’s our mission? We
understand the reasons why we are all in Challenge
Partners, we all agree with the aims and ethos, and
within the North West we are exploring how our
local approach aligns to the core mission.
Last year we experienced great examples of
pan-Hub sharing—where Hubs from different
regions came together and shared best practice.
The Leadership Residency programme grew from
this and was extremely powerful: we’re pleased that
it’s been taken up by Challenge Partners and has
been developed as part of the national offer to
Partner schools.
The highlight of my year in Challenge Partners
has been the North West Hubs conference which
we held at the Gorton Monastery in Manchester.
It was a vivid and exciting realisation of the spirit of
collaboration which exists across the schools in the
Hub. We designed something very different from the
normal conference: with contributions from all over
the country we were able to get great feedback on
what to do next year. We took the Challenge Partners
principles of collaborative knowledge-sharing,
and developed the ‘knowledge exchange’, where
each table had ten minutes to report back to all
delegates on an area of development. We had ﬁfteen
knowledge exchanges covering topics such as online

assessment tracking and using virtual QR codes,
reporting to parents, early achievement in maths—
a wide variety of subjects which went across primary
secondary and sixth form interests shared through
robust and energetic bursts of activity.
We also invited ‘provocations’: we decided we
didn’t want to have a keynote speaker but instead
invited delegates to offer their own opinions to the
room. This generated exciting dialogue and powerful
debate which added value back to the organisation.
We’ve since heard that some delegates are holding
provocations in their own environments: because
Challenge Partners grows organically and people
produce their own iterations through repeated use
the knowledge becomes richer through reﬁnement.
I’ve been invited to Brighton and Hove Hub
conference to hold a provocation which is further
evidence of the value it adds and the power open
dialogue gives to schools.
Our biggest challenges for future development
include the Hub development plan; we’ve four
people involved in this locally and it chimes with
Challenge Partners’ national development priorities.
Another very active core strand in our
development plan is the middle leadership
programme, which we plan to roll out as a training
offer taking place over two years, taking middle
leaders into at least three different schools. We
want new Hub members to get involved and take
ownership of a strand of work in the Hub. We know
that teachers will ﬁnd the time when they see the
beneﬁt of engagement; when you see the beneﬁt
you’ll ﬁnd the time to do even more.
Gary Handforth
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T

The Compton Hub

he Compton Hub includes 20 Primary and
Secondary Schools, led by Challenge Partners
Senior Partner and headteacher, Teresa Tunnadine
CBE. The Hub is established and active with
schools participating in many different activities.
In the year 2014–15, Hub members were involved
in the following:
đƫƫƫ !/%#*0! ƫƫ$++(ƫ!*0.!ƫ"+.ƫ *%0%(ƫ!$!.ƫ
Training—involvement of Partner schools in
securing QTS for potential teaching staff; with
expansion of this programme partners are involved
as the base school for trainees and in delivery
of part of the training programme
đƫƫ ! ƫ/$++(ƫ"+.ƫ$++(ƫ%.!0ƫ,.+#.))!ưģư
organisation of the application, interview,
appointment and placement process for around
20 high-quality trainees annually across the
Partnership
đƫƫ!ƫ.!ƫ1..!*0(5ƫ3+.'%*#ƫ3%0$ƫāĂƫ+0$!.ƫ/$++(/ƫ
and three of our Challenge Partners schools have
been trained to lead and support Closing the Gap
strategies in their individual clusters of schools
đƫƫ+.'%*#ƫ3%0$ƫāĀƫ.0*!.ƫ/$++(/ƫ3%0$%*ƫ* ƫ
beyond our Challenge Partners network on a twoyear literacy transition project (London Schools
Excellence Fund). The project involves developing
teachers’ subject knowledge in English/literacy
and enhancing attainment for level 5–6 primary
pupils (Yr 1, 2013) and level 3–4 secondary
pupils (Yr 2, 2014)

đƫƫ(/+Čƫ/ƫ,.0ƫ+"ƫ0$!ƫ +* +*ƫ$++(/ƫ4!((!*!ƫ
Fund, and in conjunction with Lampton Teaching
School / London West Hub (Hounslow), we have
delivered a 12-week Maths skills training
programme for primary colleagues within and
beyond the Hub
đƫƫ1.ƫ(! !./$%,ƫ !2!(+,)!*0ƫ,.+#.))!ƫ%*2+(2%*#ƫ
aspiring and current senior leaders participating
in residency placements within Partner schools,
and a one-to-one coaching package. Since Spring
2013, 36 participants have been through the
programme, adding senior leadership capacity to
Partner schools. The Leadership Residency model
has been adopted by Challenge Partners with the
intention of rolling out across the national network
đƫƫ!2!(+,%*#ƫ10/0* %*#ƫ.0%!ƫ.+#.))!ċƫ
Four Primary Schools identiﬁed areas of
outstanding practice and shared this practice
with fellow primary colleagues through a series
of workshops. 60 primary colleagues beneﬁted
from this programme
đƫƫ//!//)!*0ƫ3%0$+10ƫ(!2!(/ċƫ!+* .5ƫ3+.'%*#ƫ
party for colleagues held at The Compton to
develop assessment frameworks beyond KS3
levels. Primary colleagues involved in the
Primary Assessment Group coordinated by
Challenge Partners
đƫƫ!.)(5ƫ1ƫ)!!0%*#/ƫ3%0$ƫƫ"+1/ƫ+*ƫ3.!*!//ƫ
of national priorities, Challenge Partners updates
and dissemination of best practice, increasingly
involving all partners in its delivery.
Ann-Marie Mulkerin
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Local Collaboration
The Hubs are formed of local (often pre-existing)
partnerships and are a central part of Challenge
Partners. Most are formed around Teaching School
Alliances and/or Multi-Academy Trusts.
Until now the Hubs have been largely left to their
own devices, and each has grown in its own way.
As a result, there was signiﬁcant variability creating
its owninnovative ways of working between Hubs,
and good practice in how to lead and manage a Hub
was not routinely shared. In light of this, this year we
dedicated considerable time in identifying and sharing
practice between Hubs. The development of a Hub
Managers’ toolkit, along with the requirement of Hubs
to produce Hub action plans allied with closer support
from the central team has better enabled Hubs to
better focus their activities and the central team to
identify common issues across Hubs and facilitate
activities to share best practice. We shared across the
Hubs models for leadership residencies, data sharing,
immersion days and TeachMeets to help them improve
their local collaborative activities. As the numbers of
Hubs containing Multi-Academy Trusts continues to
increase, we will work closely with the Senior Partners
to explore how we can best support our members
setting up and expanding their own trusts. Within
this we expect to share practice in governance and
compliance as well as leadership development.
To support each Hub, funding is given to provide
free places on nationally recognised courses and to
facilitate local collaboration between schools. The
quality of teaching and learning is crucial to how well
children perform at school, and for this reason we
have continued to invest heavily to subsidise teacher
training courses delivered locally to ensure that our
schools have access to the very best teacher training
opportunities. Olevi’s Outstanding Teacher Programme
(OTP) and Improving Teacher Programme (ITP) remain
very popular with the schools. In total we invested
£300,000 through the Hubs to directly affect the
quality of teaching in Partner schools.
In addition, funding for jointly agreed programmes
and events ensures that Partners are able to access
CPD opportunities that make a real difference back
at school. We provided £90,000 to fund local projects
through the Hubs such as the implementation of a
cross-phase langauges project, and a workshop on
effectively spending pupil premium.

14%

20%

6%
HUB FUNDING
SPEND 2014–15
24%
36%

Hubs receive funding to be used on activities
which the Hub agrees will facilitate collaborative
school improvement. This year Hub-funded
events have ranged from a maths market place
in North London to twilight sessions covering
‘the poverty of aspiration’ in Somerset.

Workshops and events

£17,692

Staff training

£31,812

Research projects

£21,774

Hub administration

£5,569

School-to-school support

£12,405
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A National Community
A key beneﬁt of a national network the power and
potential of meeting common challenges through
shared leadership: bringing together practitioners
from across the country to collectively problem solve
challenges and take those ﬁndings back to their
schools. As an evidence-led network we undertake a
lot of activity to ensure that we are continually learning
from and contributing to research, best practice
and innovation. We use this knowledge to improve
how schools work together effectively and how
practitioners can develop their own practice. This year
schools have come together to address some of the
key issues facing the education system, including:
Following the summer’s exam results, our
“Responding to Results” event helped schools share
practical strategies; with input from DfE, Ofsted and
successful Challenge Partners schools across both
Primary and Secondary.
Recruitment has increasingly become an issue
at all levels over the past few years. In response
to this Challenge Partners has:
đƫ.+1#$0ƫ%*ƫ.!.1%0!./ƫ0+ƫ0('ƫ3%0$ƫ/$++(ƫ(! !./
đƫƫ/1,,+.0! ƫ0$!ƫ !2!(+,)!*0ƫ+"ƫ!/!.$!./ƫ
in Schools (RIS) a new programme designed to
bring more high-quality teacher-researchers into
the profession
đƫƫ%*ƫ,.0*!./$%,ƫ3%0$ƫ
+ƫ* ƫ )!/ƫ !),0+*ƫ
Consulting, conducted research into leadership
development and the headship pipeline.
The removal of formal assessment levels has caused
widespread uncertainty and huge variance in responses,
including some entrepreneurial innovation.
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5
10
4

PRACTICE AND RESEARCH
PUBLICATIONS PRODUCED

NATIONAL NETWORK
EVENTS HELD LAST YEAR

PRACTITIONER-LED WORKING
GROUPS ON KEY ISSUES

By facilitating knowledge sharing workshops,
we were able to share practice between schools; we
also produced a paper on the principles of effective
practice in Special School and AP assessment.
We responded to DfE consultations, drawing on the
experience of our members and enabling school leaders
to have their say on national issues including coasting
schools and effective interventions in failing schools.
In addition we held several national events and
conferences, many of them locally run, all over the
country on a range of topics from asessment without
levels to addressing the poverty of aspiration, providing
opportunities for members to come together to
both learn and share.
Being a part of the Challenge Partners network
gives school leaders conﬁdence that they are exposed
to the most current educational thinking. This year
we improved our communication, providing regular
updates direct to schools on the latest policy, sharing
effective practice and helpful guidance.

HUB SPOTLIGHT

T

Kingsbridge Hub

he biggest change in our Hub’s management
this year has been establishing subject network
groups—we now have groups which are covering
key areas of schools’ concerns, including modern
languages, English, maths and history. We’re also
establishing groups covering areas of school
operations such as data management and
curriculum development. This has been enormously
popular and very effective in terms of impact
because it’s meeting a real need in schools that are
facing big changes in syllabus speciﬁcations. This
work has a big impact on planning and preparing
to face big challenges like life after levels. Meeting
constructively and purposefully with colleagues
gives us a space to explore and share answers
to challenges.
In my Hub there is now a group over 35 schools
who meet each term to explore data management.
These schools are trialing various answers to the

issue of what do we do with life after levels: different
schools are trying different materials they’ve
developed and then coming together to share
the strengths and weaknesses of these different
methods. The result is research-based action:
decisions are made based on evidence, and this is
something that couldn’t be achieved in any one
school because collectively we can try more systems
than any school can achieve on its own.
There’s also been a major shift in the openness
in the sharing of data attainment—not just headlines
but within departments, pupil groups and subject
areas—so people are able to see very clearly who
is doing something well within the Hub and how
to do that—the normally unspoken ‘competition’
across schools becomes a motivating—and
collaborative nudge.
Roger Pope
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W

Camden Hub

e wanted to upscale a previous Teach
Meet in 2015 and involve a wider audience
from across the country, including schools from as
far as Devon. To do this we drew down funding from
Challenge Partners to showcase a larger number
of interventions in a larger amount of time.
With success, we asked all our Specialist Leaders
of Education (17 of them!) and other experienced
teachers to prepare a ﬁve-minute session which
they could deliver at small tables to up to eight
participants. They shared an intervention, a game,
or simply something they have done in their
classroom which is making a real difference on pupil
outcome. By having 30 contributors—15 different
‘marketplace’ tables in round one and 15 new ones
in round two—it meant that participants could
visit 12 tables in total. We held two half-hour slots
and rang a bell every ﬁve minutes for participants
to move to another table. We were inspired by the
Brindishe Hub in using this different format from
one we had used before.
We thought it was important for the event to
have a celebratory feel and so we decided to serve
food and drinks throughout and to hire round
tables and cloths.
Our biggest concern in the run-up to the event
was that people wouldn’t come (doesn’t everyone
when you are planning an event?) but it was great
to use Eventbrite with Challenge Partners and
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be able to remind participants about the event
in the days before.
The biggest learning from the event was the
importance of being organised—when participants
arrived they were given a very clear plan of the
room with a list of titles to allow them to choose
the tables they wanted to visit. In addition, when
asking 30 different people to present within a
limited time you have to communicate really clearly.
We gave each participant a one-page proforma
to ﬁll in detailing a summary of the initiative, key
learning and impact, top tips for another school
and web links. This also meant that participants
could take away detailed information on one page
from each table they visited.
Overall it was fantastic and realised everything
that we believe makes a difference to improving
teaching and learning: front-line practitioners
gathering together to exchange and share tried
and tested ideas and innovations in a friendly,
supportive, dynamic and well organised setting!
Ideas are the lifeblood of day to day teaching
and a new one can inject renewed energy and
enthusiasm. Having free drinks and snacks made
it sociable and acknowledged the efforts made by
presenters and by teachers coming after school
at the end of a long term.
Kate Frood and Sarah Ewins

Challenge the Gap

ACADEMIC IMPROVEMENT

Challenge the Gap is our whole-school improvement
programme to break the link between poverty and
poor outcomes.

Suzanne Swan Deputy Headteacher
Darrick Wood Juniors, London

Through workshops, school-to-school collaboration
and personalised support visits led by our experts,
the programme delivers lasting and transformational
impact for disadvantaged pupils and outstanding
professional development to school leaders, teachers
and para-professionals.

1. What was the challenge?
Once we had chosen a group of our most
vulnerable pupils to target, we realised that
raising their self-conﬁdence and learning
skills would be crucial to improving their
academic outcomes.

Designed and delivered by schools within Challenge
Partners, the programme was initially sponsored
by one of the ﬁrst grants offered by the Education
Endowment Foundation (EEF). An independent report
by the University of Manchester is due to be released
in spring 2016.

2. How did the school respond?
The main changes within the school have
been to focus more on praise and reward rather
than sanctions and to engage more with the
parents of disadvantaged students to make
them more involved in their child’s learning.
Some strategies developed on the programme
have been cascaded across the school: maths
is linked to everyday life; vocabulary is now
explained in more detail and instructions made
very explicit; pupils targeted by Challenge the
Gap are given regular resilience training.

In our ﬁrst three years, we have seen pupils make
accelerated academic progress, well above national
expectations, as well as widespread improvement
in pupils’ behaviour, attendance and attitude to
learning. For more information about the impact of
Challenge the Gap, take a look at our impact report,
Unlocking Potential.
Since we began, we have worked with over:

130,000
900
200

PUPILS

MEMBERS OF STAFF

SCHOOLS

“I’m completely convinced that
without Challenge the Gap
we would not have kept our
‘Outstanding’ rating.”
George Croxford
Headteacher, Royal Wootton Bassett Academy

3. How did Challenge Partners play a part?
Since joining Challenge the Gap we have
become much more aware of the difficulties
faced by our disadvantaged students. From this
programme, we have learnt that we will have
maximum impact when we commit time to
planning and executing strategies we think will
be successful, starting small and being prepared
to make changes if a project is not having the
desired effect. The programme has also
afforded us the opportunity to build a deeper
relationship with our local secondary school,
helping us to ease the transition for our pupils.
4. What was the outcome and the beneﬁt?
As a result of our work through Challenge
the Gap, the attitude to learning of our target
pupils has become more positive. They are
more conﬁdent to speak in class and less
concerned of making mistakes. We have seen
fewer behaviour issues, with relationships
between staff and pupils improving, alongside
improved relationships between staff and
parents. Attendance has improved, and our
pupils’ pride in their work is obvious.
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Finances
The pie charts to the right show ﬁnances for
the period from 1 September 2014 to 31 August
2015. In addition to the ﬁgures presented
here, we recognise the additional pro bono
contributions from Partner schools.
Subscription income from schools is used to
fund the activities of the Network of Excellence.
The target expenditure for each activity was
agreed by the Senior Partners. The table below
shows how actual expenditure compared to
these targets (1 April 2014 to 31 March 2014).

£238,160

£349,266

INCOME
£2,147,043
£100,878

PERFOMANCE AGAINST
BUDGET 14/15

£1,458,739

Forecast

Actual

Management & Admin

15%

15%

QA Review

36%

35%

Hub Activities

7%

7%

Teaching & Learning

23%

23%

National Community

20%

18%

Reserves

0%

3%

School Membership fees
Consultancy income
Challenge the Gap
Grants

£212,230

£307,500

£112,094

EXPENDITURE
£2,058,278

£1,426,454

Network of Excellence
Academy Trust
Challenge the Gap
Engine of Improvement
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HUB SPOTLIGHT
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Royal Wootton Bassett Hub

his year has been very successful for our
Hub. Originally we were a Hub of four schools,
all of which were outstanding on joining, and have
remained outstanding which is signiﬁcant especially
as many schools around here have since lost their
outstanding status. In the space of a year we’ve
gone from a Hub of four to a community of 23
schools. We’ve achieved this through building our
teaching alliance around the Challenge Partners
programme. Our Hub is quite diverse—we have
schools small and large, we cover a big geographical
spread and there’s a genuine diversity of schools.
It’s a very open collaboration and there are no
‘rivals’, only supporters.
A number of our new member schools wanted
to join our Teaching Alliance on the strength of
its reputation; we built our teaching alliance around
the Challenge Partners programme, and made it
clear to those schools that viability depended on
joining Challenge Partners too. This way we ensured
that those who joined the Teaching Alliance also
joined our Hub.
We now have members who were previously
quite intimidated by the idea of having reviews,
and avoided it for up to four years: those teachers
are now our champions, they’ve absolutely loved
the review process.
Our Hub Manager is effectively a non-teaching
deputy, who is about to leave us to become a
headteacher. He’s done so well in leading the Hub,
SCITT training, and teaching and learning in

the school and that has given him a huge insight
through Challenge Partners into other schools. He
secured a headship on only his second interview:
his success is testament to the success of the
Hub’s management process.
Challenge Partners was commissioned by the
Department for Education to implement change
in Wood Green School when it went to special
measures. With Royal Wootton Bassett’s support
Wood Green moved from special measures
to good in the space of a year: a fantastic result.
Another highlight of our year has been our
participation in the Improving Teacher Programme.
Two of our OFP (Outstanding Facilitator
Programme) trained teachers led a course for
eight of the staff at Wood Green. Over the eightweek programme a real rapport and solid trust
was built, and, long after the training has ﬁnished,
the group continue meet regularly to move each
other forward.
Hub management is proving invaluable in
sharing best practice and getting value for money.
All the schools in our Hub can get value from it—
whether it’s contributing to the working groups
looking at assessment and life without levels,
or drawing on the research we’re doing into fairer
funding. We’re pleased that our new schools are
beneﬁtting from being part of Challenge Partners
—both secondary and primary alike.
George Croxford
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West Midlands Hub

Internship for aspiring senior leaders
(Deputy Headteacher and Assistant
Headteacher positions)

I

n the West Midlands we decided to develop
an internship scheme to address leadership
development, succession planning and talent
management. The aim of the internship is to grow
the capacity of senior leadership across the group
of schools by enabling colleagues on the leadership
journey to further develop and hone their
professional knowledge, skills and behaviours to
effectively lead fast paced school improvement.
Following a successful pilot in 2013 two more
internships have been run to date. Headteachers
of Partner schools for the West Midlands Challenge
Partners Hub, alliance schools and their associated
primary feeder schools nominate staff with the
potential to grow into senior leadership roles.
The programme consists of four consecutive
days with a half day induction and evaluation either
side of the internship. Prior to the internship, the
internees complete a 360 professional assessment
which is delivered by a partner HR service. The
internees are immersed into the leadership and
management of the Teaching School where they
also undertake an action research project linked
to their own school’s development plan. Aspects
selected have included: closing the gap; data
management; whole-school literacy; work review.
The senior leadership team of the Teaching
School coach the internees and provide bespoke
training. Internees are given open access to the
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Teaching School and encouraged to take
responsibility to pursue their professional interest by
engaging with a range of staff. Critical thinking and
reﬂection is integral to the internship and supported
by a learning journal with facilitated reﬂection time.
One of the Teaching School Alliance’s Primary
based LLEs (also a Challenge Partners school)
also hosts a half day to focus on Leadership and
Management in the Primary phase. The headteacher
of BGS provides career development coaching
informed by the 360 assessment. The internees
write two Leadership Action Plans (LAP) in the ﬁnal
session which are shared with their headteacher:
i. LAP 1 addresses their selected area of action
research linked to their school development plan;
ii. LAP 2 is a personalised professional plan to
develop the internee’s leadership development
in their own school.
An evaluation half day is held a term later at
which internees report on the implementation of
their two LAPs with evidence of outcomes for pupils.
Success has been great with 9 out of 10 internees all
achieving promotion to either an Assistant Head or
Deputy Head role. One person on the programme
reﬂected: “In terms of CPD, without doubt in six years
of teaching this has been the best training I have had.
I feel inspired to go back to school and become a
more effective leader. Where before I had doubts in
my ability to achieve, now I am excited to try things
out, knowing that sometimes I will not get everything
right but I have the capacity to make a difference.”
Lindsey Hammond

Looking Forward
Membership
We expect to see continued growth and diversiﬁcation
of the membership of Challenge Partners, both from
within existing Hubs and through the creation of new
Hubs in different areas of the country. In addition to
those built around Teaching Schools, an increasing
number of Hubs are looking to use Challenge Partners
to help nurture and sustain collaborative and outwardlooking practices between schools in their MultiAcademy Trusts.
QA Review
Building on our evaluation from the Institute of
Education, increased training and quality assurance
will ensure high standards are maintained for schools
and reviewers alike. Additional ﬂexibility in the scope,
offering a more bespoke experience, as well as linking
the reviews from year to year will enhance its inherent
value and make it more of a springboard for other
improvement activities.
Brokering Support
School improvement and facilitating access to best
practice lie at the very heart of Challenge Partners.
This year we will identify and share more examples
of national best practice in key areas across the
Partnership. We have developed a more detailed
menu of support, including more ways to share
practice; and will further enhance our online School
Support Directory, to allow schools to compare more
data and identify excellent practice in schools in
similar contexts.

A National Community
As a national organisation we are able to respond
to key issues raised by our members. This coming year,
we will continue to support the wealth of knowledge
sharing communities, events, workshops, conferences
and international visits available to every member of
Challenge Partners. Groups will continue to collaborate
on assessment and research, and we will share
solutions to tackle major challenges including
recruitment and post-16. As more of our Hubs set
up and scale Multi-Academy Trusts we will provide
additional support to share practice on the challenges
facing this new structural framework. We will continue
to respond to consultations and provide a voice for
school leaders to speak into policy and pilot a new
leadership development programme for those
aspiring to be systemic leaders.
Challenge the Gap
Following the revisions to the core programme this
year, Challenge the Gap has demonstrated high impact
for participating schools and the children it serves.
This year we will develop a Pupil Premium Review to
broaden the support offer to schools, and expand the
geographic reach of the programme, by establishing
Facilitation Schools in new areas across the country.

Local Collaboration
The Hubs remain an important part of the work
within Challenge Partners, and our new leadership
development programme for Hub Managers will
provide practical training in systemic leadership and
school-to-school collaboration. Hubs will continue
to receive a signiﬁcant proportion of the funding
to deliver on their action plans, provide free places
on teaching and learning programmes, and facilitate
local collaborative activities, and we have developed
a number of frameworks to assist with this. By
increasing the support to the Hubs we will help
all schools get more from their membership.
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“I believe in the current climate
of considerable change,
Challenge Partners presents a
really good opportunity to be
able to contribute to and shape
your own destiny as a school.”
Robert Lobatto
Barnhill Community High School

List of Partner Schools
Hub

 Name of school

Belleville Hub

Southﬁelds Academy

Cheam Park Farm Junior Academy

Belleville Primary School
Bengeworth Hub

Brighton and Hove Hub

Bengeworth CE Academy

St Andrew’s CofE School

Harvington CofE First School

St Richard’s CofE First School

Steyning Grammar School

Cardinal Newman Catholic School (East Sussex)

Varndean School

Hove Park School and Sixth Form Centre

Dorothy Stringer School

Patcham High School

Blatchington Mill School and Sixth Form College

Longhill High School

Brighton Aldridge Community Academy
Brindishe Hub

Our Lady of Muswell RC Primary School

Brindishe Green Primary School

Torridon Junior School

Brindishe Lee Primary School

Brindishe Manor School

Hellingly Community Primary School

Fairlawn Primary School

John Ball Primary School

Haseltine Primary School

Lea Valley Primary School

Hawkes Farm Primary School

St Fidelis Catholic Primary

Camden Hub

Eleanor Palmer Primary School

Argyle Primary School

Compton Hub

Northwood School

Blessed Dominic Catholic Primary School

St Catherine’s Catholic Primary School

Finchley Catholic High School

Sacred Heart Catholic Primary School

Heartlands High School

St James’ Catholic High School

Hendon School

St Mary’s CofE Primary School

Northumberland Park Community School

St Theresa’s Catholic Primary School

St Agnes Catholic Primary School

The Compton School

Claremont High School

The Totteridge Academy

Our Lady of Lourdes Primary School

Woodside High School

Queen Elizabeth’s Girls’ School

Wren Academy

The Annunciation RC Junior School

Northside Primary School
Cornwall Hub

Denbigh Hub

Mullion School

St Buryan Academy Primary School

Nancealverne School

Mounts Bay Academy

St Hilary School

Mousehole Community Primary School

St Ives Infant School

Ludgvan School

St Maddern’s CofE Primary School

Trythall Community Primary School

St Christophers Academy

Brooklands Farm Primary School

Dallow Primary School

Challney High School for Boys
and Community College

Denbigh High School

Putteridge High School

Denbigh Primary School

Leighton Middle School

Beech Hill Primary School
East Coast Hub

East Midlands North Hub

Northﬁeld St Nicholas Primary Academy

Gunton Community Primary School

The Ashley School Academy Trust

St Margaret’s Community Primary School

The Centre School

Stone Lodge Academy

Wyndham Primary Academy

Glenbrook Primary School

Yarborough Academy

Chetwynd Primary Academy

Long Field Academy

Portland Spencer Academy

Fairﬁeld Primary Academy

Sunnyside Spencer Academy

George Spencer Academy and Technology College
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Hub

 Name of school

East Midlands South Hub

Rowlatts Hill Primary School

Braunstone Frith Primary School

Rushey Mead School

Humberstone Infant School

Soar Valley College

Nether Hall School

Thurnby Lodge Primary School

Sir Jonathan North Community College

Willowbrook Primary School

Christ the King Catholic Primary School

Guilsborough School

Parks Primary School

Ash Field Academy

Lutterworth High School

Beaumont Leys School

The Queen Elizabeth Academy

Bosworth Academy
Essex Hub

Alton Park Junior School

Holland Park Primary

Haberdashers’ Aske’s Hub

Haberdashers’ Aske’s Crayford Academy

Haberdashers’ Aske’s Knights Academy

Haberdashers’ Aske’s Hatcham College

Hatcham Temple Grove Free School

Herts and Bucks Hub

St Michael’s Catholic High School

Cassiobury Junior School

Sir John Lawes School

Goffs School

St Clement Danes School

Queens’ School

Francis Combe Academy

Leventhorpe School

Chancellor’s School
Impact Alliance Hub

Kingsbridge Hub

The Priory School

Hillside Primary School

Darrick Wood School

Hillview School for Girls

Green Street Green Primary School

Kilmorie Primary School

Hayes Primary School

Chislehurst School for Girls

Hayes School

Pickhurst Infant Academy

Glebe School

St Mary Cray Primary Academy

Sir John Hunt Community Sports College

Stoke Fleming Primary School

St James School

Kingsbridge Community College

St John the Baptist RC Primary School

Pilton Community College

Stanchester Academy

Queen Elizabeth’s Academy Trust

Stowford School

Torquay Academy

Ridgeway School

West Exe School

East Allington Primary School

Plymstock School

Blackawton Primary School

Sherwell Valley Primary School

Hele’s School

Isca College of Media Arts

Ivybridge Community College

Dartmouth Academy

Kingswear Primary School
London Special and AP Hub
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The Bridge Teaching School

Castlebar School

Samuel Rhodes MLD School

Highshore School

The Bridge AP Academy

Latimer AP Academy

The New Rush Hall School

Oak Lodge School

The Village School

Richard Cloudesley PH School

Woodﬁeld School

Little Heath School

The Courtyard AP Academy

Manor School

Riverside School

TBAP Cambridge AP Academy

The Octagon AP Academy
(Haringey Pupil Referral Unit)

The Bridge Integrated Learning Space

Beachcroft AP Academy

The Family School

Hub

 Name of school

London West Hub

Heston Primary School

Barnhill Community High School

North Primary School

Baylis Court School

Chiswick School

Belmore Primary School

Abbotsﬁeld School for Boys

Brentford School for Girls

Ryeﬁeld Primary School

Brentside High School

Southville Junior School

Cardinal Pole Catholic Secondary School

Sparrow Farm Junior School

Hammersmith Academy

Springwell Junior School

Charville Primary School

Stockley Academy

Isleworth and Syon School for Boys

The UCL Academy

Lampton Academy

The William Hogarth School

Oaklands School

The Windsor Boys’ School

Parliament Hill School

Victoria Junior School

Perivale Primary School

Wellington Primary School

Lilian Baylis Technology School

Colham Manor Primary School

Mayﬁeld Primary School

Strand-on-the-Green Junior School

The Langley Academy

Feltham Community College

Westbrook Primary School

Edward Pauling Primary School

Heston Community School

Godolphin Infant School
North West Hub

Meols Cop High School

Cedar Mount Academy

Lewis Street Primary School

Melland High School

South Shore Academy

Mereside Primary School

Stanley Grove Primary Academy

Claremont Community Primary School

Thames Primary Academy

Manley Park Primary School

Connell Sixth Form College

Marton Primary School & Nursery

Gorton Mount Primary School

Waterloo Primary Academy

Chantlers Primary School

Wigan UTC Academy

Altrincham Girls’ Grammar School

Blackpool St John CoE Primary School

Hawes Side Academy
North Yorkshire Hub

Pickhurst Juniors Hub

Woodham Academy

Bedale High School

Richmond School

Norton College

Easingwold School

Redcar Academy

Burnt Ash Primary School

Darrick Wood Infant and Nursery School

Oaklands Primary School

Pickhurst Junior Academy

Southwark Primary Free School
Pimlico Hub

Portsmouth Hub

Millbank Academy

Pimlico Academy

Pimlico Primary

Churchill Gardens Primary Academy

Solent Infant School

King Richard School

Solent Junior School

Admiral Lord Nelson School

Springﬁeld School

Highbury Primary School

The Harbour School

Redwood Park School

Willows Centre for Children

Mary Rose Academy

Cliffdale Primary Academy

The Flying Bull Academy

Court Lane Infant School

Upper Shirley High School

Court Lane Junior School

The Arnewood School

Somerset Hub

Sexey’s School

Crispin School Academy

Heathﬁeld Community School

Taunton Deane Partnership College

Tendring Hub

Maltings Academy

Rolph CofE Primary School

All Saints CofE (VA) Primary School

Tendring Technology College

Engaines Primary School

Weeley St Andrew’s CofE Primary School

Hamford Primary Academy

Wix and Wrabness Primary School
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Hub

 Name of school

Transform Hub

Rise Park Primary and Nursery School

Robin Hood Primary School

Bulwell St Mary’s CofE Primary

Southwold Primary School and Early Years Centre

Rufford Primary and Nursery School

Edale Rise Primary and Nursery School

Snape Wood Primary School

Glade Hill Primary and Nursery School

Sneinton St Stephen’s CofE Primary School

Allenton Community Primary School

The Nottingham Emmanuel School

Brocklewood Primary Academy

Top Valley Academy

Highbank Primary School

Waltham Forest Hub

Lammas School and Sports College

Norlington School for Boys

West Midlands Hub

Aston Manor Academy

Redhill School

Chilwell Croft Academy
Wootton Bassett Hub

Lydiard Millicent CE Primary School

King’s Lodge Primary School

Lyneham Primary School

Shaftesbury Academy

Monkton Park Primary School

Ashton Keynes CE Primary School

Motcombe CofE VA Primary School

Avon Valley College

Noremarsh Community Junior School

Broad Town CE Primary School

Longleaze Primary School

Charter Primary School

Abbeyﬁeld School

Carterton Community College

Royal Wootton Bassett Academy

Shaftesbury CofE Primary School

Springﬁelds Academy

St Bartholomews Primary Academy

Waycroft Academy

St Mary’s CofE Primary School, Purton

Wood Green School

Wicklea Academy

St Sampson’s CE Primary School

Other schools we’ve
worked with this year
The Baird Primary Academy

Holy Family Catholic School

Beech Street Primary School

Hounslow Heath Junior School

Bridge Learning Campus

Kelmscott School

Buxton School

Lyndhurst Junior School

The Castle Primary School

Orchard School, Bristol

Chelsﬁeld Primary School

Mill Hill County High School

Christ Church CofE Primary School

Northern Parade Junior School

The Churchwood Primary Academy

Northﬂeet Technology College

Connaught School for Girls

The Quest Academy

Corpus Christi Primary School

Silverdale Primary School

The Costello School

Southborough Primary School

Darrick Wood Junior School

St Ignatius College

Filton Avenue Primary School

The St Leonards Academy

Frederick Bremer School

Tiverton High School

George Mitchell School

Tolworth Girls’ School

Godfrey Ermen Memorial Primary School

Tolworth Junior School

The Hastings Academy

Two Moors Primary School

Heathcote School

Walthamstow School for Girls

Heathcoat Primary School

Willowﬁeld School

The Hollington Primary Academy

Woodside Primary School and Children’s Centre
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